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1. Introduction

The measurement of 2!s, which is one of the key goals of the LHCb experiment, has as
current constraints values coming from the Tevatron : 2!s & [0.32;2.82] at 68%CL from the CDF
experiment [1] and 2!s = 0.57+0.24

#0.30 from the DØ experiment [2]. As 2!s is predicted to be small
in the Standard Model, of $0.04 rad, these results hint at possible contributions of New Physics,
but the statistical uncertainties are large. In this paper, we present the expected performance of the
LHCb experiment for this measurement.

2. Phenomenology

B0s mesons can decay into J/"# through tree and penguin processes (Figure 1), but the tree
diagram dominates, which has a single weak phase %D = arg(VcsV "

cb). Before decaying into J/"# ,
B0s mesons can also first oscillate into B0s (Figure 2), with a B0s mixing phase %M = 2arg(VtsV "

tb).
The interference between the two possible paths to J/"# gives rise to the CP violating phase
%J/"# =%M#2%D. In the SM, %J/"# = #2arg(#VtsV "

tb/VcsV
"
cb) = #2!s is expected to be $-0.04

rad, where !s corresponds to the smaller angle of the "b-s unitary triangle" of the CKM matrix.

Figure 1: Decay topologies contributing to B0s! J/"# within the Standard Model.

Figure 2: Diagrams responsible of Bq–Bq mixing within the Standard Model (q=s,d).

New physics can mainfest itself through new particles contributing to the B0s–B0s box diagram
(Figure 2), and have the potential to modify %J/"# from the SM expectation.

B0s ! J/"# is a pseudo-scalar to vector-vector decay. Due to total angular momentum con-
servation, the final state is an admixture of CP-even (!=0,2) and CP-odd (!=1) states, ! being the
orbital angular momentum between J/" and # . An angular analysis of the decay products is re-
quired to disentangle statistically between the final states with the two different CP eigenvalues [3].
The decay product angles & = {' ,( ,"} in the transversity basis are shown in Figure 3. In the
J/" rest frame coordinate system, the x direction is defined by the direction of the # . The y axis
is defined by the plane of the K+K# system, with py(K+) > 0, so that the z axis is the normal to
that plane. The direction of the positive lepton (!+) in the J/" rest frame is given by the polar and
azimuthal angles, ' and ( , respectively, and " is the angle between the x axis and the K+ in the #
meson rest frame.
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Figure 3: Decay product angles &= {' ,( ,"} in the transversity basis.

3. Analysis Strategy

The parameter !s is obtained by fitting the theoretical expressions of the differential decay
rates d)/d& to data as a function of proper time and the transversity angles (the detailed theoretical
expressions can be found in [4]). In addition to the excellent proper time resolution [5] needed to
resolve the fast B0soscillations, a good understanding of the proper time resolution itself and angu-
lar acceptance is essential to prevent significant systematic effects.

The flavour specific B0! J/"K"0(K+*#) and B+! J/"K+ channels will be used as control
channels to estimate the mistag rates (Section 5). The B0! J/"K"0(K+*#) channel will also be
used to validate the angular acceptances corrections [6] and the fit procedure, by comparing the fit-
ted values of the amplitudes and the strong phase differences with those already obtained by other
experiments [7, 8, 9, 10].

As a first step, an untagged sample will be studied. Even though it has limited sensitivity
on 2!s [11], it has the advantage of being independent of the tagging calibration, and therefore
being applicable already on first data. Once the calibration of the tagging procedure is achieved,
the angular analysis of tagged data can be performed, first as a one-angle analysis integrated over
cos(") and ( and finally using the three angles.

4. Trigger and Offline Reconstruction

The first level of the LHCb trigger system (L0) retains events with one muon of pT >1.3
GeV/c or |pT,1(µ)|+ |pT,2(µ)| >1.5 GeV/c for di-muon events [12]. Events are then passed to the
High Level Trigger (HLT) software where the whole detector information is available. The HLT
contains two sub-levels, namely HLT1 and HLT2. The HLT1 trigger first confirms the L0-µ can-
didates, and then refines the selection by applying other criteria. For events triggered by L0 with a
single muon, the pT of that muon is required to be >6 GeV/c. For events triggered by L0 with two
muons, a distance of closest approach between the two muons is required to be smaller than 0.5
mm and the di-muon invariant mass has to be larger than 2.5 GeV/c2 [13]. The HLT2 runs several
specific inclusive and exclusive selections for the channels of interest in order to further reduce the
event rate. For Bu,d,s ! J/"X channels, the inclusive selection is based on J/" ! µµ , which is
the common part to the three decays. The exclusive HLT2 selections have been designed to be used
together with the offline selection described below [14].
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The following studies are based on Monte Carlo events generated with Pythia [15] and fully
simulated with GEANT4 [16] programs. The b-hadrons are decayed with the EvtGen program
[17]. Cuts to enforce particles of interest to be within the LHCb detector acceptance are applied
at the generation level. Then, loose preselection cuts are applied to suppress poorly reconstructed
events, where some of the decay products are outside the acceptance [4].

The B0s! J/"# offline selection does not apply any explicit cut which distorts the proper time
distribution [18]. As demonstrated in Figure 4 (left), the selection does not introduce more than
±10% variation in the acceptance as a function of cos(' ). The B0s ! J/"# offline selection has
also been designed to be as common as possible with that for the two control channels, so that
they have the same distributions in the phase space [18]. For example, the transverse momentum
distributions of the L0-triggered and selected B0s ! J/"# , B0! J/"K"0 and B+ ! J/"K+ are
similar, as demonstrated in Figure 4 (right). The fact that they have a same distribution in the phase
space ensures that the tagging properties of the control channels can be used for B0s! J/"# without
large corrections.

Figure 4: Left : Acceptance of the offline selection as a function of cos(' ). Right : p T distributions of the
L0-triggered and selected B0s , B0 and B+ candidates.

The total selection efficiency +tot is given by : +tot = +gen' +presel' +sel/presel' +L0/sel, where
+gen is the generator level cut efficiency, +presel is the combination of acceptance, event reconstruc-
tion and preselection cuts efficiencies, +sel/presel is the signal selection efficiency normalized to
preselected events and +L0/sel is the L0-trigger efficiency on selected events. The total selection
efficiency +tot and the event yield for L0-triggered (without/with HLT) and offline selected events
are given in Table 1.

Channel +tot [%] Event yield after L0 Event yield after L0+HLT
B0s! J/"(µµ)#(KK) 2.61 ± 0.01 156 k 117 k
B0! J/"(µµ)K"0(K*) 1.54 ± 0.01 648 k 489 k
B+! J/"(µµ)K+ 2.61 ± 0.01 1 248 k 942 k

Table 1: Total selection efficiency +tot (including geometrical acceptance) before HLT (first column), un-
tagged event yield for offline selected and L0-triggered events (second column), and including HLT (last
column). The event yields correspond to an integrated luminosity of 2fb #1.
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For the reconstructed events, two categories of backgrounds events are studied, prompt and
long-lived. The prompt background is due to accidental combinations of tracks produced at the
primary vertex and mainly produced by true J/" . The invariant mass distribution of B0s ! J/"#
candidates obtained from the J/"! µµ inclusive sample (containing $93% of prompt J/" and
$7% of Bu,d,s ! J/"X events) is shown in Figure 5 (left), where the dark-filled histogram is
the signal distribution centred on the B0s nominal mass and the white-filled histogram the prompt
background contribution. The reconstructed proper time distribution of the prompt background
component only is shown in Figure 5 (right), as well as a fit of a Gaussian function to the data. The
long-lived background has at least one track coming from a secondary vertex from b- or c-hadron
decay and is dominated by real J/" . The invariant mass distribution of B0s ! J/"# candidates
coming from Bu,d,s! J/"X samples is shown in Figure 6 (left), where the dark-filled histogram is
the signal distribution and the white-filled histogram the long-lived background. The reconstructed
proper time distribution of the long-lived background component only is given in Figure 6 (right),
which is fitted with a double exponential convoluted with a double Gaussian function.

Figure 5: Left : Invariant mass distribution of B0s ! J/"# candidates (signal and prompt background) in
the J/"! µµ inclusive sample (containing$93% of prompt J/" and$7% of Bu,d,s ! J/"X events). Right
: Reconstructed proper time distribution for the prompt background component only.

Figure 6: Left : Invariant mass distribution of B0s ! J/"# candidates (signal and long-lived background)
in the Bu,d,s ! J/"X sample. Right : Reconstructed proper time distributions for the long-lived background
component only.
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The Background over Signal (B/S) ratios for the signal and control channels in a±50 MeV/c2

mass window around the nominal B meson mass are given in Table 2 for both types of background.
The larger ratios for the B0 channel compared to the B0s and B+ ones come from K" due to its wide
mass width.

Channel BPr/S BLL/S
B0s! J/"(µµ)#(KK) 1.6 ± 0.6 0.51 ± 0.08
B0! J/"(µµ)K"0(K*) 5.2 ± 0.3 1.53 ± 0.08
B+! J/"(µµ)K+ 1.6 ± 0.2 0.29 ± 0.06

Table 2: B/S ratio estimated in ±50 MeV/c2 mass window for prompt and long-lived backgrounds for the
three different channels.

5. Flavour Tagging

The identification of the initial flavour of the reconstructed B mesons will be done by different
dedicated algorithms based on Opposite-Side (OS) or Same-Side (SS) taggers [19, 20]. The OS
taggers are based on the charges of the µ , e and K particles, as well as inclusive secondary ver-
tices, which are produced by the decay of the other b hadron in the same event with the B hadron
of interest. The flavour anti-correlation between these two b hadrons is exploited for the tagging
decision of the OS algorithms. The SS taggers used are * (for B0) and K (for B0s ) particles, which
are produced in the first chain of the hadronization process right after the B0s or B0 production. The
correlation of their charge with the original flavour of the B particle is exploited for the tagging
decision of the SS algorithms. For all these taggers, except for the SS kaon tag, the calibration
and measurement of the associated mistag rate is performed on the B0! J/"(µµ)K"0(K*) and
B+! J/"(µµ)K+ control channels [21]. The SS kaon tagger is studied using B0s decay channels
[22], as kaons cannot be produced in the first chain of the hadronization process for B0 or B+

mesons.

The characteristics of tagging can be expressed by the two numbers : tagging efficiency +tag,
which is defined as the number of signal-selected and tagged events divided by the total number of
selected events, and the wrong tag fraction , which is defined as the fraction of wrongly tagged
events divided by the total number of tagged events. The quality of a tagging can then be de-
scribed by the effective efficiency given by +eff = +tag(1# 2,)2. Table 3 shows the three values
for B0s ! J/"# for different tags. A B0s ! J/"# candidate can have more than one tag and they
can be combined by taking the quality of each into account. Table 4 shows the combined effective
efficiencies, the tagging efficiencies and wrong tag fractions, for the signal and control channels.
In the fit, only the wrong tag fraction is required.
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Individual Taggers +combeff +combtag ,comb

µ 0.76± 0.05 5.77± 0.08 31.9± 0.6
e 0.38± 0.04 2.91± 0.06 32.0± 0.9
Kopp 1.25± 0.07 15.06± 0.12 35.6± 0.4
Ksame 2.39± 0.10 26.37± 0.15 34.9± 0.3
Qvertex 1.09± 0.07 44.35± 0.17 42.1± 0.2

Table 3: Flavour tagging results of + combeff , +combtag and ,comb for L0-triggered B0s ! J/"# events, for the
individual µ , e, Kopp, Ksame and Qvertex taggers. All numbers are given in percent.

Channel +combeff +combtag ,comb

B0s! J/"(µµ)#(KK) 6.23± 0.15 55.71± 0.17 33.27± 0.21
B0! J/"(µµ)K"0(K*) 4.52± 0.11 53.60± 0.15 35.48± 0.19
B+! J/"(µµ)K+ 4.45± 0.10 52.76± 0.14 35.48± 0.18

Table 4: Combined effective efficiency + combeff , tagging efficiency + combtag and mistag rate , comb for all OS
and SS taggers of L0-triggered and selected B0s ! J/"(µµ)#(KK), B0! J/"(µµ)K"0(K*) and B+ !
J/"(µµ)K+ events. All numbers are given in percent.

6. Fit Procedure

The physics parameters -phys are determined by an unbinned log likelihood method from the
measured event physics attributes Xe, taking also into account detector parameters -det in the prob-
ability density function (PDF)P [23, 24]. Grouping together the physics and detector parameters

as - = {-phys+-det}, the likelihood function L of N events is expressed as : L =
N

.
e

P(Xe;- ).

The observables Xe are the proper time t, the decay angles &, the B meson mass m and
the initial B meson flavour tag q. The physics parameters -phys to be determined are the ampli-
tudes |A0|2, |A|||2 (CP-even) and |A(|2 (CP-odd) and their corresponding strong phases /0, /|| and
/( (of which only two amplitudes and two strong phases are independent), the mass difference
0ms = MH #ML between the two light and heavy mass eigenstates |BL > and |BH >, their width
difference 0)s = )L#)H and the average width )s = 0.5()L +)H), and the CP-violating weak
phase !s. The detector parameters -det values, such as the mass resolution $m, the proper time res-
olution $t , the proper time and angular dependent acceptance +(t,&), the background properties,
and the mistag rate , are also introduced in the PDF.

The PDFP is made of the signal S and the background B with an expected signal fraction
fsig as : P = fsigS +(1# fsig)B, and the background part is a sum of the prompt and long-lived
background as B = fpromptBprompt + (1# fprompt)Blong#lived where fprompt is the fraction of the
prompt background. The projections of the data and the PDF obtained by the fit for the transversity
angles and the proper time are shown in Figure 7, where the SM expectation is used as input for !s .
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Figure 7: Three angular and proper time distributions of the data and of the signal PDF obtained by the fit
with CP-even (dashed) and CP-odd (dotted) components.

Although the signal is reconstructed assuming the decay B0s ! J/"# , a contamination from
Bs ! J/"f0(980) decay, where the relative angular momentum between J/" and f0 is always 1,
has been estimated to be 5-10% [25]. These will have therefore to be also taken into account in the
angular fit. Otherwise, it has been shown that the !s central value could be biased by 15% towards
zero [26].

7. Sensitivity and Systematics Studies

An expected performance for the !s measurement is shown for different integrated luminosity
Lint in Figure 8, for a LHC centre of mass energy of 14 TeV (left) and of 8 TeV (right). The lines
above and below indicate uncertainties coming from the bb cross-section and the visible branching
ratio of B0s! J/"(µµ)#(KK). The limit from the 2009 combined results of Tevatron experiments,
which is scaled to 20 fb#1, as expected at the Tevatron by the end of run 2, is $0.17 rad. The SM
prediction of 2!s, 0.0368, bounded by its uncertainties, is also drawn. With an integrated lumi-
nosity of 2fb#1, corresponding to a nominal year of data taking, the statistical uncertainty on 2!s,
$(2!s)% 0.03 (Figure 8, left), is expected at 14 TeV, which is smaller than the 2!s value predicted
by the SM.

Possible systematic effects coming from the modeling of the angular acceptance, the proper
time resolution, or the flavour tagging performance have been studied. For each angular variations
of±5%, proper time resolution variations of 38±5 fs, or mistag probability variations of (34±1)%,
the relative systematics effects on !s are $ 7%, which are smaller than the statistical uncertainty
for 2 fb#1 of data assuming the SM value of !s.
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Figure 8: Statistical uncertainty (red line) on 2! s versus the integrated luminosity, bounded by the un-
certainties coming from bb cross-section and the visible branching ratio on B 0s ! J/"# (blue lines). The
green band is the SM value and the black line the 2009 combined CDF/DØ uncertainty scaled to 20 fb #1, as
expected at the Tevatron by the end of run 2. Two scenarios for the LHC centre of mass energy at 14 TeV
(left) and 8 TeV (right) are shown.

8. Conclusion

The measurement of !s is one of the most important measurements that will be performed
at LHCb. It is also one of the most challenging, because it requires various experimental tech-
niques to be perfectly under control, such as flavour tagging, time and angular dependent analysis,
background rejection, multi-parameter fit including resonant and non-resonant contributions to the
K+K# final state.

After L0- and HLT-trigger decisions, we expect to select $ 117000 B0s ! J/"# events per 2
fb#1 of data. The angular and proper time acceptances are flat within $ 10%. The background
over signal ratio is expected to be $2.1, dominated by the prompt component. The effective tag-
ging power is +tag(1# 2,)2 $ 6.2%. With a small amount of data, 1$2 fb#1, a New Physics
contribution can be probed down to the level of the Standard Model contribution.

In addition to B0s! J/"# , other channels will also be exploited for the measurement of !s, like
J/"f0, J/"1 and J/"1’, which, when combined, could give comparable precision to J/"# .
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